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flour or meal Neither is the bacon home-grown :
Ireland manufactures expensive bacon, very lightly
cured, for the English market, and eats Canadian.
There is one limitation to the continuous spread of
pasture. Everybody who has a piece of land, big or
little, grows some potatoes, and the total value of
this crop for Ireland greatly exceeds that of any
other : but its failure no longer spells famine. Com-
plete failure indeed is now prevented by spraying the
crop with chemicals, and this precaution is most
carefully employed where the growers are poorest
and most dependent on its yield. Yet it is nowhere
of the same life-and-death importance as' before : and
as a rule potatoes are grown in reasonably manured
ground, cultivated with reasonably modern implements.
The yield of this crop per acre has, according to the
agricultural statistics, increased by over 50 per cent,
on the average ; that class of cultivation is disappearing
which meant putting potatoes by spade labour year
after year into the same ground.
On the whole, Irish farming, the country's main
business, has passed within living memory from the
most primitive methods to something like a modern
industry. But it cannot be called a really prosperous
industry, such as it is in Denmark; and it does not
in any considerable degree lead up, as it should, to
other industries, not agricultural, which would natur-
ally spring up where there is good modern farming.
Farm work touches modern manufacturing industry
most nearly at the creamery, where cream is separated
from, milk and made into' butter by steam-driven
machinery. But this is a rudimentary stage of pro-
duction. There was in Limerick an important estab-
lishment for the production of condensed milk and
other articles whose manufacture has only become
possible by modern appliances ; but it has fallen into
difficulties, and was not of Irish origin. Except for
this, Ireland has developed very few of the industries
naturally connected .with agriculture, She 'exports

